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Greetings all,
What a great summer and autumn. Apart for two rides before Christmas that were affected by weather, temperatures around the
country were at an all-time high. Our club is small in rider terms but our loyal rider group of 26 continues to enjoy our forays into the
countryside. A highlight for me was the overnighter involving three of us who split off from the ‘Coast to Coast’ ride in March to spend
a pleasant evening at the Carters Beach Top10 motor camp at Westport.
Members and their partners continue to support our monthly coffee morning meet. From Saturday 4 May we will be trying out a new
winter venue – the Rivertown Café in Kaiapoi that is situated on the western side of Williams Street adjacent to the railway crossing.
This bumper issue of our Club’s newsletter includes the adventures of four of our members. Their reports are for your reading
pleasure and a lesson on how people can extend their riding experiences both here in New Zealand and overseas.
Brian Neill (Organizer) Ph 960 8302(H), 021 613 726(M)

Continuing our series of ride reports:
Wednesday ride to Okains Bay for a picnic 14 November 2018: 8 Retreads, wound their way along SH75 then the Summit Road
to Okains Bay. No Akaroa cruise ship traffic to contend with and only a little cloud on the highest point on this great part of the
peninsular. Lead rider, Bruce, set off at a leisurely pace that suited the occasion before reaching the picnic spot adjacent to the
Okains Bay beach. An hour or two later we travelled the alternative, coastal, route through Little Akalola, then back on the Summit
Road to Little River for coffee. Half way along the steep, narrow and winding road to Little Akalola we encountered a little obstacle in
the shape of a large bull that was being stalked by a farmer and his helpers. With some trepidation we decided to take the farmer’s
advice and pass his vehicles taking the chance that the bull wouldn’t get too upset… Yours’ truly was the second to last rider to catch
up to the bull that turned back at a sharp corner and started his charm offence – a loud roar or ten but no stamping of feet thank
goodness as we faced a steep cliff face on our left and a shear drop into the ocean on the right. All’s well that ends well.
Sunday ride 25 November 2018: The lousy end of spring weather unfortunately led to the cancelling of this ride.
Sunday Christmas lunch 9 December 2018: An enjoyable occasion for those of us who were able to take time out during the end
of the 2018 year’s festive season. Originally 16 Retreads attended the Christmas lunch but, due to unforeseen circumstances, one
couple had to leave before their meals were served. A hiccup at the end of the lunch though – Hinton’s EFTPOS system refused to
accept some of our cards. Those with cash though were processed without delay …
Wednesday ride to Port Levy 12 December 2018: Unfortunately, the wet start leading into summer caused us to cancel this ride.
Sunday Christmas picnic at Lake Coleridge Domain 16 December 2018: Nine riders left Yaldhurst in rather cloudy weather. As
we got nearer to Darfield the mist turned into very light rain. We stopped in Darfield for John to buy his lunch and at this point Jeff
decided it was too wet for him and left for home. The rest of us, not knowing any better, carried on into the wetness. Eventually we
climbed out of the rain as we got nearer to Coleridge. Rob and Jane joined us as we were having lunch in the sunshine. Chocolates
were supplied by the Lolly Man and cheek by Paul. We then had a walk around the area before heading home, some taking the
unsealed Lake Lyndon road to Porters Pass and back into the misty weather. An enjoyable day with great company to kick off the
last week before Christmas.
Wednesday picnic at Hanmer 9 January 2018: Alan Rigg organised this pleasant ride to Hanmer right in the middle of the holiday
season. The group were steered to a picnic spot by Jane Ellis. Great to have Melvyn back on his bike and able to join us on a
Retreads ride.
Sunday picnic at Lake Tekapo 27 January 2019: Some of our riders considered that riding to Tekapo on a hot summer’s day a bit
daunting and the fact that Tekapo is very busy nowadays. A couple of the 7 riders who turned up on the day had opted for a picnic
rather than seek out a café for our bread and water so, during the coffee break at Geraldine, we decided to choose an alternative
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ride back through Mayfield and the inland route to Staveley for lunch. Colin opted to return home though as his battery was on its
way out and may not have survived too much more punishment. Three of our riders split off the group after negotiating the Rakia
Gorge leaving Uls, Alan Rigg and Brian to press on through the Waimakariri Gorge and Oxford en-route to Uls’s home for a late
afternoon coffee.
Wednesday picnic at Okains Bay 13 February 2019: Great summer day for a ride on the peninsular. Nine Retreads gathered at
Tai Tapu to ride through Little River then onto the Summit Road to Okains Bay for a picnic lunch. A very warm welcome to Glen
Daniels who expressed an interest in our club some time ago – great to have you join us on this ride Glen. Waitangi Day was
celebrated at the bay a week before our visit and there was only one cruise ship in Akaroa Harbour. Traffic on SH 74 was pretty
much like a normal week day. We all but had the Summit Road to ourselves and on the way back through Little Akalola. A relaxing
ride that included a visit to the historic St Lukes Anglican Church on the seaward side of the descent into Little Akalola.
Sunday coast to coast ride 3 March 2019: Our annual ride to the West Coast and back was postponed because of a bad weather
forecast. The decision to use the spare ride day was a good move though with eight riders turning out for the long day’s ride that saw
us leaving Yaldhurst at a little after 9am. We regathered at Springfield with two riders topping off their tanks at the service station
and then Arthurs Pass for a coffee break. Alan Forgie retraced his tracks back to Christchurch leaving seven of us to complete the
journey. We refuelled at Greymouth and arrived at ‘Formerly the Blackball Hilton’ in time for lunch. Bruce decided to ride his GSX
back through Moana, Jacksons and SH 73 to Leeston. John and Scott elected to ride SH7 through Reefton and the Lewis Pass.
Rob, Jeff and Brian decided to include an overnighter and chose to ride up along SH6 to Carters Beach Top10 camp for the night
and return via the Lower Buller Gorge, Reefton and the Lewis Pass the next day.
Highly recommended was the evening meal and breakfast at Donaldos Restaurant and bar on Marine Parade a few minutes’ walk
from the motor camp. Great company and the usual banter when Jeff ran out of petrol not far from the turnoff to Carters Beach and
Rob backtracking to the spot where he had left his sunglasses on the side of the highway where the petrol incident took place.
Lessons learnt from this year’s group ride to the West Coast were that it is great to vary the ride en-route to a destination but to
continually check your rear-view for lost riders and to ensure that everyone tops up their tanks at a fuel stop. A very enjoyable trip
with superb weather and great company.
Wednesday ride to Staveley Store for lunch 13 March 2019: 8 riders turned out on this mid-week ride. Uls led us through the
three gorges to our favourite spot - the Staverley Store, for lunch. Great riding day with a couple of stops along the way – at the
Waimakariri Gorge bridge and then at the campground at the Rakaia. For the trip home we split up with one group heading for the
gorges and Rangiora/Kaiapoi. A couple of riders headed directly for SH1. Brian rode to Methven to visit a friend and then through
Barhill to SH1.
Sunday ride to Kaikoura 31 March 2019: 8 riders again for this popular Sunday ride to Kaikoura. After an early start (9am) Alan
Rigg led the group up SH1 for a picnic lunch on the beach at Kaikoura. Another great riding day. The way back through the inland
road and Waiau was especially valued and free of road works … Alan and Alan Forgie were stuck in traffic on the busy section of
SH1 after leaving Amberly and, safe riders that they are, were appalled at the behaviour of several riders from a following group who
took extreme risks passing other traffic. One rider passed them and a tanker on a bend into oncoming traffic and ended up in the
grass verge on the wrong side of the road. This sort of behaviour doesn’t do our sport any favours.
Wednesday 3 gorges ride to Methven for lunch 10 April 2019: 8 bikes, 9 riders, set out from Woodend for a very pleasant ride
through the gorges to Methven and Café 131 for lunch. We stopped at the Waimakariri Gorge Bridge for a chat, then proceeded
along traffic free highways through Rakaia Gorge to our destination. I reckon that we had passed only a couple of vehicles travelling
the same way as us (one a rubbish truck) between Woodend and Windwhistle. After passing through the township, farm traffic
became more common but did not hinder our progress. The group split up for the return journey – most choosing to take a more
direct route home.
Members motorcycle journeys around NZ and abroad:
Barry and Leslie Cook left Christchurch in December for a three month tour of the North Island sans motorhome towing a trailer
housing their Harley Triglide. After spending Christmas with friends Napier, they travelled throughout the North Island using the
motorhome as a base and then exploring the countryside on the Harley. Barry picks up the story …
“This year we thought we would go to the North Island. We had an invite for Christmas in Napier so left in mid-December to get
ahead of the rush. We decided to take the trike in the trailer behind the Transit van instead of taking two motorbikes. That way we
could share the driving. We would drive to a location where we would set up camp for a few days and explore the surrounding district
on the trike.
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We had a marvellous time with family in Napier and left after New Year to avoid the peak traffic. We basically did a big figure of
eight to take in events we wanted to see/do. First to Taumarunui via Taupo for the golf cart ride on the disused railway. We highly
recommend this. Through Auckland and up the west coast harbours doing the sand surfing at Hokianga (what a buzz). We spent
quite a few days at Tokerau Beach during the official heat wave. This was near the beach, and by parking the van sideways with all
the windows open we got a sea breeze that enabled us to actually get a bit of sleep. During the day there were plenty of amazing
beaches in the area to swim at. The run up to Cape Reinga was good but there was low cloud at the lighthouse. No views to speak
of but definitely very spiritual.
We then did a big loop down the east side and around to Whakatane and then back up to the Coromandel is one of our favourite
areas with plenty to see and do. The Driving Creek railway is well worth a visit. Then it was onto the Whangamata Beach Hop. A
must for anyone interested in early (30s 40s and 50s) cars, especially American V8s and the odd motorbike. There was also an area
for classic or unusual caravans. For 5 days the streets are packed with these amazing vehicles and our trike did the odd lap just for
the hell of it. We would park up and watch the ‘crazy’ cars go up and down. Great entertainment!
From here it was a quick trip home for a family gathering and back to the reality of life. You know, mowing lawns, housework,
maintenance etc. Roll on next Christmas! By the way, the photo is of the sign we had on the back of the bike trailer and it got lot of
laughs.
Some stats:110 days away, 4,900 km on the trike, 5,950 km in the van. This gives an average of 98.6 km/day bearing in mind we
had many rest days. Plus 28 kg of LPG. This equates to 1832 kg of CO2 being generated - so we have to plant 12.8 trees this year.”
Barry and Leslie

Barry and Leslie in the North Island
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Christmas picnic at Lake Coleridge Domain

Hanmer picnic

Okains Bay picnic

On Saturday 9 February 2019, Brian Neill and Peter Wright took in the annual Ashburton Airfield ‘Fly-in’ of microlight aircraft. Retreads
member Jeff Bannister was there with his ‘other toy’ – a pristine, fully aerobatic, Corby Starlet. Nowadays, microlights are lowpowered aircraft piloted by enthusiasts and often built to accommodate 2 to 3 passengers. Pilots navigate by using ground reference
information found on old school topographic maps. Jeff has a GPS of course and a rear vision mirror to make sure he doesn’t get
shunted by a faster aircraft! This year’s event at Ashburton was an eye opener with the number and variety of aircraft on display
amazing. A flying display by a two-third scale Spitfire and a similar sized Mustang would rival similar displays seen at Omaka or
Wanaka. The Spitfire is powered by a ‘Merlin’ sounding V8; the Mustang by a Suzuki 6. The photo of Jeff taxing was taken just before
his return flight back to Rangiora; he lined up behind the two WW2 fighters and was required to park up until their stint in the air was
completed.
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Rob Newton’s and Jane Ellis’s Amazing Ten-day Motorbike Tour of Ladakh, Northern India, 7-16 August 2018
This was a fully supported Eaglerider tour of Ladakh, a Himalayan province in north India. We went with four friends from
Christchurch.
Our tour began on the 7th August with a flight from Delhi to Leh, the capital of Ladakh. Ladakh is a ‘special region’ within the province
of Kashmir, and close to the borders of Pakistan and China. Immediately we were aware of the altitude, 11,500’, as we struggled to
walk up the few steps to our accommodation. The flight into Leh, a small town that is closed off for 6 months of the year due to snow,
gave us an inkling as to what lay ahead. But this is August which is the height of their summer and the daily temperature was very
pleasant, around 30deg with a dry atmosphere.
We flew in over parts of the Himalayas; enormous, bony peaks with very little vegetation and startling blue skies. Our first evening
after meeting the leaders of the tour began by exploring Leh. It was very different from Delhi. The people appeared more Nepalese
or Tibetan and were predominantly Buddhist. There was also very good coffee!

The next day began with an introduction to the bikes- Royal Enfield Bullets, single cylinder 500cc. I was impressed with these bikes
which were well set up and ideal for riding in this type of terrain. Not by any means fast but had heaps of low-end torque. The team
had very kindly added extra padding on the seats for the 2 pillions. This was gratefully received! The bikes even had USB phone
chargers on them! We were given prayer flags to put on them to help keep us safe. Our support crew consisted of 2 mechanics, and
2 leaders…one at the front and a ‘tail-end Charlie’. They drove behind us in the Mahindra pick-up truck that had all our gear, a spare
bike, parts, oxygen (because of the high altitude), water etc.
This was our first day riding, a short trip to allow us to become accustomed to the bikes. We rode to Hemis monastery along roads
that were littered with massive potholes and not much seal. The monastery is one of the largest in the region and was established in
1672. It was set high up a valley with magnificent views of the mountains.
The countryside was typical of the area; huge mountains with green valleys where the villages were, apricot trees in fruit, willows
and poplars. We returned early to our accommodation after a delicious lunch under apricot trees. We passed signs saying,
“trespassers will be shot dead’! These were largely because it is a militarily sensitive area with half a million troops stationed in the
province.
The next couple of days were based at Alchi and where some of the lads developed DB! The local cure, which worked! was pysillium
husks downed with water or juice. (this has a similar effect as Bars Leaks). From Alchi we rode to the top of the first significant
mountain pass, Fotula Pass at 13,500’. This is the highest pass between Leh and Srinigar. Various monasteries were visited, and
delicious food eaten in the shade of more apricot trees. We also visited a fort/monastery and discovered that north India also has a
‘great wall’ with forts at regular intervals on the mountain ridges. We returned to Leh via some ancient Buddhist caves at Saspol.
These were in the side of the mountain and had amazing paintings in them.
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Our next day was the ‘Big Day’ where we rode the ‘highest motorable road in the world’. This is the Khardung-La Pass at
17,982’/5480m. The trip was along parts of the ancient Silk Road and at times it did seem as if we had stepped back in time.
Especially as we passed shepherds with donkeys and cows on the road. The road was very narrow and rutted in places. We were
all relieved to reach the top where we stopped for the obligatory photo shoot. We didn’t stop for long because of the altitude and
headed down for coffee. The day became very hot as we rode through the Nubra Valley to Hunder seeing camels on the way! The
scenery was not unlike where the Bealey and Waimakariri Rivers meet. As we rode, we noticed rooftops where apricots and cattle
fodder were drying, families working on the roads melting tar and gathering rocks in the heat. Huge contrasts.
The next major ride was to Lake Pangong, which is on the border of India and Tibet/China. This was a long day broken up with visits
to a monastery, and refreshment stops. The road was a mixture of seal, VERY ROUGH RIVERBED, streams and soft sand that
made for challenging riding. The road seemed to climb up steep valleys to plateaus followed by another steep pass. The plateaus
were inhabited by nomads for 6 months of the year. They were watching over yaks, goats, sheep and horses. We even saw marmots
and wolves. Parts of the road were very narrow with one-way bridges. These caused problems at times when the army, police, trucks
and motorbikes all tried to cross at once. The army won, but not without some damage to their truck!
It was exciting to get our first glimpse of Lake Pangong- a turquoise body of water ringed by snow-capped mountains. The lake level
is at 13,500’. Two thirds of this lake is in Tibet/China.
That night was cold and spent in a (quite posh) yurt. Snow fell to almost lake level during the night. Lake Pangong was the only time
we endured cold weather.

Our last major ride was the return to Leh via Chang-La Pass. (17,688’)
On this ride we saw some amazing wildlife…hoopoe birds, wolves, and beautiful mountain flowers. Sadly, that evening was our last
and we had a celebratory meal and farewelled our wonderful support crew and leaders, very thankful that they had kept us safe, and
for the wonderful memories of wondrous scenery, kind and friendly people, incredible riding and food.
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Rob and Jane
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